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Mixing in the SM

Factorizes into perturbative Wilson coefficients and hadronic matrix elements:

Full basis of dimension-six operators (SM + BSM):
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Lattice results

Matrix elements can be 
determined on the lattice. 
Currently dominated by 
one result FNAL/MILC 16

We want an independent 
determination!
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HQET sum rules: decay constant

Sum rules give results which are truly independent from the lattice. Based on:
●   Analyticity of correlation functions
●   Quark-hadron duality

First consider the sum rule for the decay constant. 
Based on the two-point correlator:

Use Cauchy’s residue theorem to derive a dispersion relation:

[Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov '79]
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HQET sum rules: decay constant
Deform the contour:
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HQET sum rules: decay constant
Deform the contour:

Can be computed 
with an OPE when 
    is far away from 
the physical cut
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HQET sum rules: decay constant
Deform the contour:

Can be computed 
with an OPE when 
    is far away from 
the physical cut

Discontinuity

HQET decay constant
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HQET sum rules: decay constant

Applying a Borel transform and a cutoff on the continuum part we obtain:

[PDG '16]

Sum rules are in 
good agreement 
with lattice, but 
have larger 
uncertainties

[Broadhurst,Grozin '92; Bagan, 
Ball, Braun,Dosch '92; Neubert '92]
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HQET sum rules: Bag parameters

Consider the three-point correlator:

Going through the same steps one obtains the sum rule: [Chetyrkin, Kataev, 
Krasulin, Pivovarov '86]

In practise we compute the correlator and 
then take its double discontinuity
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Three-point correlator

NLO accuracy in the perturbative part requires a three-loop calculation:

Master integrals:  
[Grozin, Lee '08]  

Operator Q1: 
[Grozin, Mannel, 
Klein, Pivovarov '16]

All dimension six 
operators:         
[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17] 

Factorizable contribution, 
reproduces the vacuum 
saturation approximation  
B=1 (VSA)

Non-factorizable 
contribution
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Sum rule for Bag parameters

Formulate sum rule for deviation                                     from the HQET Bag 
parameters

Dispersion relation is not violated by arbitrary analytical weight function        
(Note of caution: Duality breaks down for pathological choices)

With an appropriate choice we obtain an analytic result for the pert contribution:
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SU(3) breaking effects

The exact calculation with non-zero strange-quark mass is very challenging. 
We need to resort to an expansion in        This yields

where

Expanded correlator can be computed by the method of regions. Only the 
‘hard’ region contributes up to quadratic order. [King, Lenz, TR: WIP]
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Matrix elements for Bd mixing

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]

● Determine HQET Bag parameters at low scale                       from sum rules
● Run up to                and match to QCD Bag parameters at NLO
● Detailed analysis performed in 1711.02100
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Matrix elements for Bs mixing

[King, Lenz, TR: WIP]

● Determine HQET Bag parameters at low scale                       from sum rules
● Run up to                and match to QCD Bag parameters at NLO
● Includes SU(3) breaking effects up to 
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Bs-mixing observables

Update of 1711.02100 with CKM elements from CKMFitter, new decay 
constants from [FNAL/MILC '17] and including SU(3) breaking effects: 
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Bd-mixing observables

Update of 1711.02100 with CKM elements from CKMFitter and new decay 
constants from [FNAL/MILC '17]: 
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B meson lifetimes

             Bag 
parameters

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]
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D lifetimes as test of HQE

[Lenz, TR '13]

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]

HQE even provides good description of lifetimes in charm sector:

Good convergence: 

NLO QCD +28%, 1/mc -34%.

Good behaviour under scale 

variation above about 1 GeV.
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Overview of lifetime ratios from sum rules

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]
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Overview of lifetime ratios from sum rules

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]SU(3) breaking effects in matrix elements can also 
be determined with the strategy of ms-expansion
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Conclusions & outlook

● Sum rules provide highly competitive alternative to lattice 
simulations for the matrix elements of 4-quark operators and truly 
independent comparisons.

● The HQE is in terrific shape. Lifetimes even look promising in the 
charm sector.

● Mixing gives strong constraints on models that are frequently 
invoked to explain the current 'anomalies'.

● First state-of-the-art results for              matrix elements. 
Confirmation from lattice would be interesting.

[cf. talk by L. Di Luzio in WG4 Tue 10:20]
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[Lenz Implications '17]
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Conclusions & outlook

● Sum rules provide highly competitive alternative to lattice 
simulations for the matrix elements of 4-quark operators and truly 
independent comparisons.

● The HQE is in terrific shape. Lifetimes even look promising in the 
charm sector.

● Mixing gives strong constraints on models that are frequently 
invoked to explain the current 'anomalies'.

● First state-of-the-art results for              matrix elements. 
Confirmation from lattice would be interesting.

● NNLO QCD-HQET matching calculations can significantly decrease 
uncertainties for dimension-six operators.

● Uncertainties in decay rate difference and lifetimes can be reduced 
considerably by a sum rule determination of the dimension seven 
matrix elements.

[cf. talk by L. Di Luzio in WG4 Tue 10:20]

Q1: [Grozin, Mannel, Pivovarev '17,18,  
cf talk by T. Mannel in WG4 Tue 9:55]
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Heavy quark expansion in charm?

B-physics: HQE is well established approach, 

D-physics: HQE commonly dismissed, 

BUT: HQE is really an expansion in 

    -        dominated by                    final state, momentum release

    - D decays dominated by               final state, momentum release

    - expected expansion parameter is of the order 0.4

Small enough for convergence?

Shut up and 

calculate!
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Matrix elements

● Good agreement with lattice (using lattice results for the decay constant)
● Larger uncertainties due to lower matching scale
● Also: first determination of               matrix elements in 1711.02100

[Kirk, Lenz, TR '17]
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Uncertainties
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Uncertainties
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Uncertainties
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Uncertainties
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